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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Sixteenth Day: Sunday, November 19, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 153-37-27-20—24%W, 55%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)TITFORTAT: Ran like she needed her last; right back for $5K, tighter   
(#9)ROCKAROO: 2-pronged class drop on point; 2nd last fall at CD for $5K 
(#5)LA JOLLA D’ORO: Shot in the arm of confidence in last; solid in 2017 
(#7)ARCHIE’S GIRL: Exits restricted ranks but comes in fresh; consistent 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-5-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)URAWESOMEBLOSSOM: Woke up on this class level; blinkers helped   
(#3)MCKINLI’SBABYBLUES: Lost all chance at start on debut; huge drop 
(#2)FLATOUT HAPPY: Improved in each start; stalks under Santana, Jr. 
(#6)ROSEMAR: Barn is capable with first-timers, juvenile stock—overlay 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-2-6 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1A POE)AWESTRUCK: She’ll love the stretch out; double tough in mud    
(#1 POE)UPSTAGE: Likes Churchill but has a penchant for minor awards 
(#2)PROMISE OF SPRING: Moved forward with blinkers; wants it “muddy” 
(#3)HONOR RIDE: Ohio invader a head shy of being perfect around 2-turns 
 
SELECTIONS: 1A(Part of Entry)-1(Part of Entry)-2-3 
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RACE FOUR—OFF TURF (5F on main track) 
(#6)PRETTY PERFECTION: Cat-hopped at Parx in dirt sprint; stalking trip 
(#8)MISS NANCY: Has a dirt pedigree; never missed the tri on main track 
(#9)BARBARY HALL: Gets wheeled back off 10 days rest but in fine fettle 
(#10)DREAMIN: Last 3 wins in Iowa, form dicey for Maker; Lanerie rides 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-9-10 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)ROUSSALKA: Gate antics hurt last time; mammoth drop in class   
(#9)ALMAFUERTE: First-timer hooks a light bunch on debut; C. Lan up 
(#1)BELLA MOON: Drops like a bad habit; gets a ground-saving trip 
(#6)FAST TRACK KATHERN: Drops for Maker; needs an attentive start 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-1-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)BLAME ANGEL: Closer needs pace help but huge class drop; 10-1 M.L.   
(#3)SALSA’S RETURN: Likes local strip; tighter this time, gets pocket trip 
(#8)ACADEMY BAY: Won 4-of-8 this year; barn has had success off claim  
(#7)EL BONITO: 2-pronged class drop suits; moves up on “off” track—value 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-8-7 
 
 
RACE SEVEN—OFF TURF (8F, one-turn on main track) 
(#2)AMERICA’S TALE: Has foes over a barrel on dirt; holds all the aces   
(#12)MIZZ TOSHIBA: Like the 12-hole out of chute; stretch out to 8F a + 
(#9)PADDYS CLASS: She has main track experience; second start off shelf 
(#5)CLOAK OF SECRECY: Bred to handle dirt; effective jock/trainer combo 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-12-9-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#10)OSO READY: He’s fast and tractable lately; first off the claim for Cox   
(#5)WIN WITH PRIDE: Takes a big drop in class; like route-to-sprint angle 
(#7)DIAMOND JIM: Exits N.Y. circuit for Maker; consistently inconsistent 
(#3)CHARGIN STORM: Best recent effort on $30K level; dicey local record 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-5-7-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)SIR NAVIGATOR: Won last four around 1-turn on dirt—value on board   
(#10)EXCITATIONS: Rounding into form, hood “on”; salty v. allowance foes 
(#11)RHYTHM PARK: 12X winner is honest as the day is long; loves CD 
(#4)BLAME WILL: Asmussen will have him ready; he’s best in dirt sprints 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-11-4 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)SOURDOUGH: One-turn mile in his wheelhouse; improved with Lasix   
(#5)MISSISSIPPI: $700K colt has experience edge; o/o G2 stakes winner 
(#11)VANQUISH: Barn excels with 2YO’s, first-timers; 11-hole no problem 
(#2)COVE BLUE: Like the cutback to one-turn mile setup; bay cost $300K 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-11-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


